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Abstract
Processing of satellite images using deep learning and computer vision methods
is needed for urban planning, crop assessments, disaster management, and rescue
and recovery operations. Deep learning methods which are trained on ground-based
imagery do not translate well to satellite imagery. In this thesis, we focus on the
tasks of semantic segmentation and change detection in satellite imagery. A seg-
mentation framework is presented based on existing waterfall based modules. The
proposed framework, called PyramidWASP, or PyWASP for short, can be used with
two modules. PyWASP with the Waterfall Atrous Spatial Pooling (WASP) module
investigates the effects of adding a feature pyramid network (FPN) to WASP. Py-
WASP with the improved WASP module (WASPv2) determines the effects of adding
pyramid features to WASPv2. The pyramid features incorporate multi-scale feature
representation into the network. This is useful for high-resolution satellite images,
as they are known for having objects of varying scales. The two networks are tested
on two datasets containing satellite images and one dataset containing ground-based
images. The change detection method identifies building differences in registered
satellite images of areas that have gone through drastic changes due to natural dis-
asters. The proposed method is called Siamese Vision Transformers for Change De-
tection or SiamViT-CD for short. Vision transformers have been gaining popularity
recently as they learn features well by using positional embedding information and
a self-attention module. In this method, the Siamese branches, containing vision
transformers with shared weights and parameters, accept a pair of satellite images
and generate embedded patch-wise transformer features. These features are then
processed by a classifier for patch-level change detection. The classifier predictions
are further processed to generate change maps and the final predicted mask contains
damage levels for all the buildings in the image. The robustness of the method is also
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Deep Learning is the field of study that is concerned with algorithms inspired by the
structure and function of the brain. Deep learning is instrumental in solving problems
of image classification, object detection, image translation and image segmentation
to name a few. In image classification, the labels of all the objects in an image are
determined using classifiers. In object detection, along with the labels of the objects
the location of the image is determined using bounding boxes.
In image segmentation the exact boundary or shape of each object is determined
for every pixel in the image. Essentially, in image segmentation every pixel of an
image is labelled into a different category. There are two types of image segmentation,
namely instance segmentation and semantic segmentation. In semantic segmentation
the different objects of a category are not labelled as different. Semantic segmentation
makes dense predictions inferring labels for each pixel so that every pixel in the
image is labelled with the class of its corresponding object. Instance segmentation
distinguishes between different objects of the same category. It includes identification
of boundaries of the objects at the detailed pixel level. This helps to perform object
detection tasks in real world scenarios like autonomous driving, geo-sensing of land
where you need to differentiate between multiple similar objects within a single image.
Most of the deep learning algorithms used to focus on ground based imagery.
Now with the improvement in earth observation satellites, many publicly available
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datasets of satellite imagery have been developed and released. Satellite images are
especially useful for tasks such as large scale urban planning, disaster assessment
and management, and aerial surveying. Semantic segmentation and change detection
are essential to perform these tasks. The objective of this thesis work is to explore
methods of semantic segmentation and change detection and to propose two methods
to improve semantic segmentation and change detection on satellite images.
The proposed semantic segmentation framework PyramidWASP or PyWASP,
adds a feature pyramid network to two state-of-the-art waterfall architectures, to
improve the multi-scale object detection capabilities. Two networks are described
and tested in this thesis. The first is the PyWASP which is the feature pyramid
network (FPN) added to the waterfall atrous spatial pooling (WASP) module. The
second network is the PyWASPv2 which is the FPN added to the improved WASP
module. The networks are tested on datasets of satellite imagery such as iSAID [5]
and AICrowd Mapping Challenge dataset [6]. The iSAID dataset and the AICrowd
Mapping Challenge dataset are benchmark datasets for segmentation in satellite im-
agery. The networks are also tested on a popular dataset for semantic segmentation
known as PASCAL Visual Object Class (VOC) 2012 [7] to test if the approach is ro-
bust across different types of images. The images in PASCAL VOC are ground-based
images of everyday objects.
This thesis also proposes a new method for change detection in satellite images.
The method is called Siamese Vision Transformers for Change Detection or SiamViT-
CD for short. SiamViT-CD is tested on the xBD [8] dataset from the xView2 chal-
lenge. The xBD dataset is a change detection and building damage assessment dataset
with pairs of images (pre-disaster and post-disaster) for various types of disasters.
SiaViT-CD is a vision transformer [9] based method as the name suggests. Vision
transformers have been used extensively in language tasks and have recently been
used to produce good results in object detection. The process to perform change
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detection is to use a pair of vision transformers as feature extractors instead of using
convolutional feature extractors. The transformers will generate embedded features
for the pre-disaster and post-disaster images, from the xBD dataset [8], at a patch
level. These features are used to train a classifier to predict the disaster level for each
patch. These predictions are used to generate a change map for each image. The
damage level for each building in the image is assessed after generating a mask from
the change map. The effects of adding weather augmentations on the post-disaster
images are also tested and reported.
1.1 Motivation
The improvement of the quality of high spatial resolution (HSR) images has helped
to increase the number of publicly available satellite image datasets which contain a
variety of geospatial objects such as airplanes, buildings, vehicles, and ships. Semantic
segmentation of HSR remote sensing images is helpful for applications such as disaster
management, urban planning and management, and monitoring areas remotely. This
task is more challenging than semantic segmentation of natural scenes or ground-
based objects. This is because the objects within remote sensing images have a
large-scale variation where some objects like vehicles can be minuscule and objects
like airplanes can be large in images with the same ground sampling distance. The
background is also very complex in satellite images and can affect the information
that is relevant to the network. The processing of HSR remote sensing images can
also be computationally expensive and larger networks would sometimes need days
or weeks to train to generate good results. This thesis work attempts to address
these issues discussed above. Change detection in HSR remote sensing images is
very valuable for disaster management, crop monitoring, and aerial surveying. This
thesis work determines if vision transformers are suited as feature extractors. Usually,
convolutional networks are used as feature extractors, but they are limited by a local
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receptive field and are prone to errors when faced with image transformations. Vision
transformers are able to overcome these issues by using a self-attention mechanism.
Using a pre-trained transformer for feature extraction also eliminates the processing
and training time required by a convolutional feature extractor.
1.2 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are outlined below:
• We introduce a novel framework for semantic segmentation called Pyramid-
WASP which focuses on multi-scale detection.
• PyramidWASP or PyWASP uses pyramid features along with waterfall features
for semantic segmentation on high-resolution satellite images and ground-based
imagery.
• We present a change detection approach using vision transformers, called Siamese
Vision Transformers for Change Detection, to predict disaster levels in buildings
affected by natural disasters.
• SiamViT-CD also measures the performance of change detection images with
added weather augmentations such as cloud cover, snow fall and snow cover.
1.3 Document Structure
Chapter 2 covers the background material of this thesis. This includes descriptions
of state of the art networks and methods in semantic segmentation and change de-
tection which were an inspiration for this work. Chapter 3 goes over the architecture
for the PyramidWASP framework. Chapter 4 describes the implementation of the
PyramidWASP framework. In this chapter we will also discuss the results of all the
5
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experiments. Chapter 5 discusses the SiamViT-CD method and the classifier devel-
oped for the method. Chapter 6 describes the implementation of the SiamViT-CD
method. We will also discuss the results of all the experiments. Chapter 7 gives the




This chapter will explore some popular works in semantic segmentation and change
detection. Section 2.1 to Section 2.4 give a short overview of basic deep learning
networks. Section 2.5 to Section 2.10 explore popular state of the art methods in
semantic segmentation. In Section 2.11 and Section 2.12 we go over convolutional
change detection methods. In Section 2.13 to Section 2.16 we overview vision trans-
formers and some change detection methods using transformers.
2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are a popular architecture of Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) that are inspired by the human brain. A neural network contains
many neuron-like processing units having several interconnections between them.
Neural networks such as CNNs have shown great success in performing text, speech,
and image-based deep learning tasks. A typical CNN comprises convolution layers,
pooling layers, activation layers, and fully connected layers. A CNN extracts feature
maps by applying filters to input images. The convolutional layers are responsible to
generate feature or activation maps and the process of convolution is repeated several
times to line up the features with every possible image patch. The pooling layers are
used to down-sample the feature maps while still preserving the important features.
This technique helps in reducing the computational load of the network. The choice
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of the activation function is crucial for the functionality of CNNs. It decides whether
a neuron should be activated based on the weighted sum of the inputs and biases.
Fully connected layers are the final layers in a neural network where each neuron is
connected to every other neuron in the previous layer. They combine the features
extracted from the previous layers to predict the final output.
2.2 Residual Networks
Residual Networks or ResNet [10] is one of the most popular networks in deep learning
applications. It has excellent feature representation ability and is used as a backbone
feature extractor in many modern networks. Since AlexNet, the state-of-the-art CNN
architecture is going deeper and deeper. Since AlexNet [11] and the VGG network
[12] became popular the trend was to make deep learning architectures have deeper
networks. However, this doesn’t solve the task at hand as deeper networks have an
issue of vanishing gradients, which is, as the gradient is backpropagated through mul-
tiple layers, the gradient can become minuscule due to repeated multiplications. The
authors of ResNet [10] solve this issue by introducing an “identity shortcut connec-
tion” that skips one or more layers. These stacking layers don’t affect the network
performance because these shortcut connections don’t do anything, and the result-
ing architecture would perform the same. They show that letting the stacked layers
fit a residual mapping is easier than letting them directly fit the desired underlying
mapping. ResNet has many versions depending on the number of layers it has such
as ResNet50, ResNet101, and ResNet152. This architecture was used as the basis for
many other successful works such as ResNeXt [13] and DenseNet [14].
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2.3 Feature Pyramid Networks
Detecting objects of varying scales is difficult in high-resolution images. A basic
pyramid architecture would take features of the same image at different scales to
detect objects. However, this processing method is time-consuming and memory-
intensive for end-to-end networks. Alternatively, a pyramid of features can be created
and used for object detection. In this case, feature maps closer to the image layer are
considered to be low-level features and are not as useful for accurate object detection.
Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [15] is a feature extractor designed using a pyramid
concept with accuracy and speed in mind. A top-down architecture with lateral
connections is developed for building high-level semantic feature maps at all scales.
This architecture shows significant improvement as a generic feature extractor in
several applications such as object detection. FPN composes of a bottom-up and
a top-down pathway. The bottom-up pathway is the usual convolutional network
for feature extraction. As we go up, the spatial resolution decreases. With more
high-level structures detected, the semantic value for each layer increases. Lateral
connections are also added between the reconstructed layers and the corresponding
feature maps to help in predicting the location of objects within the image.
2.4 Fully Convolutional Networks for Semantic Segmenta-
tion
In image classification, the image is downsized or downsampled after going through
a series of convolution layers and fully connected layers to finally output a single
prediction label. In the case of semantic segmentation, the output must be the same
size as the input, as we are predicting a label for every pixel in the image. This is
achieved by replacing the fully connected layers with 1x1 convolutional layers. The
output must be further upsampled to match the size of the input image so that
9
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we achieve an output with pixel predictions. The upsampling process is also called
deconvolution or transposed convolution. The authors of [16] introduced such a fully
convolutional network to perform semantic segmentation as described above. The
paper introduces three versions of the network – FCN-8, FCN-16, and FCN-32. In
FCN-32 the last convolution layer is upsampled 32 times. This makes the output very
noisy as the spatial information is lost as we go deeper into the network. The outputs
from the shallow layers have more location information. The results are enhanced in
FCN-16 and FCN-8 by combining the outputs from the shallow layers. FCN-8 gets
the best result by combining the outputs from the shallow pooling layer with the
upsampled prediction.
2.5 Atrous Convolutions
DeepLab [17] introduced atrous convolutions for dense prediction tasks. They effec-
tively enlarge the field of view of convolution filters to include larger context from




x[i+ r · k]w[k] (2.1)
where i is the location, y denotes the output and w is the filter. Atrous convolution is
applied over the input feature map x and the atrous rate r is the stride with which the
input signal is sampled. This is the same as convolving the input x with upsampled
filters which contain r − 1 zeros between two consecutive filter values along each
spatial dimension. Adjusting r, modifies the filters field of view. When r = 1 it is the
original convolution method. This is also called dilated convolution. When atrous
convolution is used, we can keep the stride constant and maintain a larger field-of-
view without increasing the number of parameters or the amount of computation.
This leads to a larger output feature map which is useful for semantic segmentation.
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Figure 2.1: This figure shows how the field of view increases with the increase in the
atrous convolution rate. The kernel size is 3 × 3 and the rates are 1, 3, and 6. Reproduced
from [1].
2.6 Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling
DeepLab [17] also introduced the Atrous Spatial Pyramid Pooling (ASPP) module.
It is used to perform segmentation on multiple scales. The ASPP uses multiple
parallel atrous convolutional layers with different atrous sampling rates. The features
extracted for each sampling rate are further processed in separate parallel branches
and are fused by concatenation at the last step to generate the final result. The ASPP
module can be computationally expensive due to a large number of parameters in the
parallel branches.
2.7 Waterfall Atrous Spatial Pooling for Semantic Segmen-
tation
The Waterfall Atrous Spatial Pooling network (WASPnet) [3] is a new and more
efficient architecture for semantic segmentation. The work in this thesis expands
WASPnet. The WASPnet architecture achieves an increase in the accuracy while
decreasing the number of network parameters and memory footprint. This archi-
11
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tecture uses the efficiency of progressive filtering in a cascading architecture while
maintaining multiscale fields-of-view comparable to spatial pyramid configurations.
One challenge of previous semantic segmentation methods is to address the decrease
of the feature map size which occurs due to pooling. This requires un-pooling to
perform pixel-wise labelling of the image for segmentation.
Dilated or Atrous Convolutions are used by DeepLab [1] to tackle the limita-
tions posed by the loss of resolution inherited from pooling operations. This helps
maintain the Field-of-View for each layer of the network. The WASP architecture
provides benefits due to its multiscale representations and efficiency in the reduced
size of the network. The input image is initially fed into a deep CNN with the final
layers replaced by a WASP module. The resultant score map with the probability
distributions obtained from Softmax is processed by a decoder network that performs
bilinear interpolation and generates a more efficient segmentation without the use of
postprocessing with Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [17].
2.8 Improved Waterfall Atrous Spatial Pooling for Semantic
Segmentation
The improved “Waterfall Atrous Spatial Pooling” module or WASPv2, was intro-
duced in Omnipose [4], a single-pass, end-to-end trainable framework, for multi-person
pose estimation. The improved WASPv2 module achieves better feature extraction
through its multi-level architecture. It increases the field of view of the network with
high-resolution processing of the feature maps in all its branches, which contributes
to higher accuracy. This module also eliminates the use of an additional decoder.
The WASPv2 architecture performs a cascade of atrous convolutions at increasing
rates to gain efficiency, thus maintaining a large field of view over the input image.
WASPv2 also creates a waterfall flow by first processing through a filter and then
12
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creating a new branch. In addition, WASPv2 attains multiscale representation by
combining the streams from all its branches, along with the average pooling of the
original input. This module also processes both waterfall branches with different di-
lation rates and low-level features in the same higher resolution, resulting in a more
accurate and refined response.
2.9 Foreground-Aware Relation Network
The foreground-aware relation network (FarSeg) method [2] was developed to ad-
dress the issues in high spatial resolution (HSR) remote sensing imagery or satellite
imagery. The particular problems of semantic segmentation tasks with this type of
imagery are that the images have large-scale variation, a large intra-class variance
due to complex backgrounds, and a high foreground-background imbalance. These
qualities are not present in ground-based object images. The FarSeg method builds a
foreground branch that uses a feature pyramid network (FPN) and a scene embedding
branch upon a shared backbone network to perform context modeling on a multi-scale
level and to learn the geospatial scene representation. The F-S relation module uses
the symbiotic relation between geospatial scene and geospatial objects, to associate
foreground correlated contexts and enhance the discrimination of foreground features
from the background features. This helps to reduce false alarms that are caused by
the background. An optimization method called foreground aware (F-A) optimization
is proposed to make the network focus on hard examples progressively to reduce the
gradient contribution of easy examples from the background. This helps to address
the foreground-background imbalance issue.
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2.10 Switchable Atrous Convolution
The Switchable Atrous Convolution (SAC) was introduced in [18] as one of the key
contributions in improving object detection. At the macro level, the authors propose
Recursive Feature Pyramid (RFP), which incorporates extra feedback connections
from FPNs into the bottom-up backbone layers. RFP implements a sequential design
of looking and thinking twice, where the bottom-up backbone and FPN are run
multiple times with their output features dependent on those in the previous steps. At
the micro level, the authors propose SAC, which convolves the features with different
atrous rates and gathers the results using switch functions. Combining these two
modules results in DetectoRS [18], which significantly improves the performances of
object detection. The switch functions in SACs are spatially dependent, i.e., each
location of the feature map might have different switches to control the outputs of
SAC. To use the SAC in the object detector, all the standard 3x3 convolutional
layers in the bottom-up backbone are converted to SAC, which softly switches the
convolutional computation between different atrous rates. The weights between the
convolutional layers having different atrous rates are same except for a trainable
difference.
2.11 Patch-based Change Detection
A patch-based change detection method was introduced in [19] which used a Siamese
neural network for detecting changes in satellite imagery. The identical channels of
the Siamese network were VGG-16 [20] feature extractors. These has shared weights
and parameters. The inputs to the Siamese network were a pair of satellite image
patches and the features from the VGG-16 blocks were concatenated. The resultant
vector was passed to a two-layer decision network. The output of the network was a
label indicating change or no change. This method shows promise when the amount
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of training data available is sparse.
2.12 LambdaNet
Siamese architectures for change detection were adopted in LambdaNet [21] which is
a method for performing pixel-level change detection. Previously, change detection
for image pairs was a binary classification problem, however LambdaNet includes a
notion of “directional change” to expand change detection to a four class classification
problem. The architecture uses Siamese-style encoder channels, a feature fusion node,
and a decoder network. The Siamese channels are a pair of VGG encoders with
shared weights. These encoders are pre-trained on ImageNet. The outputs of the
encoders are processed by a Res2Net [22] module. This module generates feature
representations at multiple scales. The features are concatenated in the fusion node.
The decoder stage has another Res2Net layer and a residual decoder, which generates
the final directional change segmentation map.
2.13 Vision Transformers
Transformers were introduced in [23] to perform language translation tasks, and the
fundamental concept behind is the attention module. Attention was used to create
a direct connection between each timestamp in any given sequence. For language
processing tasks the idea is to look at different words in a sentence at the same
time and to learn to pay attention to the important ones relating to the current
task. So, attention is an example of memory gained by observing multiple inputs
through time. For vision tasks this can be extended to looking at different parts of an
image and gathering information about the shape of objects within them, to assist in
classification. Vision transformers were proposed in [9] to perform image classification.
Vision transformers (ViT) are found to perform better than CNN architectures when
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large amounts of training data are available, as they don’t suffer from translation
invariance and a restricted receptive field. The images fed into a transformer need
to be in the form of flattened sequences. The images are first flattened into patches.
The authors of [9] choose patches of size 16x16 pixels. The patches are then flattened
and are converted to lower-dimensional linear embeddings. A positional embedding is
also added to keep track of the positional information for each patch. This sequence
of patches and the positional embedding is the input to the transformer encoder. The
features learned by the encoder are sent to a multi-layer perceptron to perform image
classification.
2.14 Bitemporal Image Transformer
Bitemporal Image Transformer is a change detection method for remote sensing im-
ages using transformers. The authors of [24] believe that changes between images
can be described in a high-level manner using visual words or semantic tokens. The
bitemporal image is represented into tokens and a transformer encoder is used to
model contexts in the token-based space-time. The learned tokens are projected back
to pixel-space to perform refinement on the original features using a transformer de-
coder. In the final stage, a prediction layer is used to produce pixel-level predictions.
This method outperforms its convolutional counterpart method with lower computa-
tional costs and model parameters.
2.15 ForestViT
ForestViT [25] is a method designed to perform deforestation analysis using a vision
transformer network. In this work, deforestation is treated as a multi-label classifica-
tion problem. The multi-label classification system is used to assign multiple labels to
an image that describes the factors leading to deforestation. The ForestViT network
16
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uses the self-attention module similar to the vision transformer [9] and eliminates
the need for convolution operations. The multi-head attention mechanism from the
vision transformers obtains the contextual and spatial relationship between different
areas in the image. This method combines the vision transformer and concepts of the
encoder part of the NLP transformer [23] to learn the dependencies between visual
features and labels. This helps to identify forest areas that are at greater risks of
deforestation.
2.16 Scene Change Detection using Transformers
TransCD [26] is a method for scene change detection developed using a transformer-
based architecture. Scene change detection (SCD) is a task used to identify changes
between bitemporal images acquired at different times. This model uses conventional
CNN backbones as the feature extractors for the bitemporal images. The extracted
features are flattened, and a positional embedding is to the features. These features
are then sent to a transformer encoder-decoder pair to generate context-rich tokens.
These tokens are sent to a prediction block where the feature difference maps are
calculated, and a change map is generated. This model uses a combination of con-





The proposed framework for the semantic segmentation of high resolution satellite
images called PyramidWASP or PyWASP is used to improve upon the multi-scale
capabilities of the waterfall atrous spatial pooling [3, 4] modules by adding a feature
pyramid network [2]. The FPN further assists in recovering details of the objects and
context information. The end-to-end trainable network PyWASP is shown in Figure
3.3 and the network PyWASPv2 is shown in Figure 3.5. The subsequent sections
discuss each module.
3.1 Feature Pyramid Network
The FPN used for the experiments is the module used in the FarSeg [2] network.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the feature maps from the backbone are used to generate
the pyramid features similar to the original FPN [15]. The pyramid features are
calculated using the below equation
Pi = ζ(Ci) + Γ(Pi+1) (3.1)
where Pi denotes the pyramid feature, Ci denotes the backbone feature, ζ denotes
the lateral connection and Γ denotes a nearest neighbour upsampling with a scale
factor of 2. The lateral connection is implemented with a 1x1 convolution layer. The
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pyramid feature of one layer thus depends on the backbone feature of that layer and
the pyramid feature of the layer above it. All the pyramid features are generated with
the same number of channels. The combining of high spatial detail from the shallow
layers with the strong semantic information from the deeper layers helps to recover
finer details of objects.
Figure 3.1: Feature Pyramid Network. Reproduced from [2].
3.2 WASP module
The Waterfall Atrous Spatial Pooling (WASP) module [3] is shown in Figure 3.2.
This module utilizes atrous convolutions [1] in a waterfall style to achieve a larger
field of view than the atrous spatial pyramid pooling of DeepLab [17] along with a
reduced size and number of parameters. The WASP module is comprised of four
branches of atrous convolutions of different rates which are fed forward in a waterfall
style. The outputs of the atrous convolutions are fed into 1x1 convolutions and then
concatenated along with a fifth branch that performs average pooling of the input
features. This incorporates the scale of the original image in the final feature map.
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Figure 3.2: WASP Network. Reproduced from [3].
3.3 PyWASP network
Figure 3.3 shows the end-to-end semantic segmentation network which utilizes the
FPN and WASP along with a decoder to produce a segmentation mask for the input
image. A ResNet101 [10] is used as the backbone feature extractor. The feature maps
with channel sizes 256, 512, 1024 and 2048 are fed into the FPN module which returns
the pyramid features which are all scaled to the channel size of 256. The high-level
feature maps from the ResNet101 backbone are fed into the WASP module as shown
in the diagram. The output of the WASP needs to be processed with a decoder. The
other input to the decoder are the combined features from the FPN module. The
scores from the WASP module and the combined pyramid features are concatenated
in the decoder and passed through convolution layers and a bilinear interpolation
layer to get the original input size back. The final output is the segmentation mask
of the input image.
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Figure 3.3: PyWASP semantic segmentation network using the WASP module.The chan-
nel size of the feature maps are indicated on the branches of the network. The output from
the FPN is upsampled and combined before the decoder stage.
3.4 WASPv2 module
The improved “Waterfall Atrous Spatial Pooling” or WASPv2 [4], shown in Figure
3.4, develops the feature extraction through a multi-level architecture. The field of
view of the module is increased with high-resolution processing of the feature maps
in all the branches. The large field of view is due to atrous convolutions applied at
increasing rates which leads to faster computation. An external decoder is not needed
in WASPv2 as it is inbuilt and both of the waterfall branches are processed with
different dilation rates, while keeping the low-level features in a higher resolution. The
WASPv2 module also incorporates separable atrous convolutions [27] in the waterfall
branches. This leads to a decrease in the number of parameters and the overall
computation cost of the network is reduced.
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Figure 3.4: WASPv2 Network. Reproduced from [4].
3.5 PyWASPv2 network
Figure 3.5 shows the end-to-end semantic segmentation network which utilizes the
FPN andWASPv2 to produce a segmentation mask for the input image. A ResNet101
[10] is used as the backbone feature extractor. The feature maps with channel sizes
256, 512, 1024 and 2048 are fed into the FPN module which returns the pyramid
features which are all scaled to the channel size of 256. The outputs of the FPN are
then upsampled and combined with each other. The inputs to the WASPv2 module
are the high-level features from the ResNet backbone and the combined features of
the feature pyramid. The decoder is not required in this network and the output from
the WASPv2 is upsampled to retrieve the output segmentation mask.
Figure 3.5: PyWASPv2 semantic segmentation network using the WASPv2 module.The
channel size of the feature maps are indicated on the branches of the network. The output




This chapter discusses the implementation of the PyramidWASP networks. This
includes the datasets used, experimental setup and evaluation metrics.
4.1 Datasets
The above networks are trained and tested using 3 datasets. The iSAID dataset
and the AICrowd Mapping Challenge dataset are high-resolution remote sensing im-
age datasets. The PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset is a ground-based images dataset
consisting of everyday objects.
4.1.1 iSAID
The Instance Segmentation in Aerial Images Dataset (iSAID) [5] is a benchmark
dataset for semantic segmentation and instance segmentation in aerial imagery. It is
a densely annotated dataset with 655,451 object instances over 15 categories. It con-
tains a total of 2,806 high-resolution images. The images in this dataset are originally
from the DOTA dataset [28] which is a dataset of aerial images created for object
detection. The DOTA dataset images were re-annotated for semantic segmentation
and instance segmentation which resulted in an increase in the number of object in-
stances for the iSAID dataset. The annotations for the dataset are provided in the
MS-COCO [29] format. The iSAID dataset can be considered as a fairly challeng-
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ing dataset as (a) it has huge object scale variation, (b) it contains small, medium,
and large objects, often within the same image, (c) it is extremely imbalanced and
contains an uneven distribution of objects and (d) it has several small size objects
which can only be resolved with contextual reasoning. The different object categories
in this dataset are plane, ship, storage tank, baseball diamond, tennis court, basket-
ball court, ground track field, harbor, bridge, large vehicle, small vehicle, helicopter,
roundabout, soccer ball field, and swimming pool.
The images in this dataset are too large, ranging from 800x800 to 6000x6000.
This makes the training difficult as a lot of information can be lost when the images
are resized before passing them to the network. In the pre-processing step the images
were cropped to size 800x800 with a stride of 800. This resulted in many blank images
which were removed so that they don’t slow down the training process. The total
number of images used for the train set is 18,770, for the validation set is 6,058 and
for the test set is 19,377.
4.1.2 AICrowd
The AICrowd Mapping Challenge dataset (AICrowd) [30] contains a total of 340,000
samples as 300 x 300 pixel RGB images. The annotations are provided in MS-COCO
format [29]. The images are overhead images collected from a variety of sources,
including nano-satellites, drones and conventional high-altitude satellites. The an-
notations contain information only about buildings, so there are only 2 classes -
buildings and background. The dataset is split as follows: 280,741 training images,
60,317 validation images and 60,697 testing images.
4.1.3 PASCAL VOC
PASCAL Visual Object Class (VOC) 2012 [7] is a dataset of ground-based everyday
objects in different scenarios including people, animals, vehicles, and indoor objects.
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It is a benchmark dataset in classification, detection, and segmentation tasks. For
the segmentation benchmark, the dataset contains 1,464 images for training, 1,449
images for validation, and 1,456 images for testing annotated for 21 classes.
Figure 4.1: Samples from the datasets. The top row contains images from the iSAID
dataset. The middle row contains images from the AICrowd dataset and the bottom row
contains images from the PASCAL VOC dataset
4.2 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup for the PyWASP network and the PyWASPv2 network was
the same. The images were resized to 512x512 for the training process. Each dataset
had its own pre-trained weights. So the networks were trained initially on PASCAL
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weights from the original WASP [3] method and then those saved weights for each
dataset were used for the subsequent training. The parameters for the iSAID dataset
training are as follows: The number of epochs was 100 and it was trained on the iSAID
pre-trained weights. The batch size was 9, the optimizer used was stochastic gradient
descent (SGD) [31] with a learning rate of 0.001, momentum of 0.9 and weight decay
of 0.0001.The loss used for the training was the cross entropy loss. A poly learning





where power = 0.9. The parameters for the AICrowd dataset training are as follows:
The number of epochs was 10 and it was trained using the AICrowd pre-trained
weights. The batch size was 4, the optimizer used was the SGD optimizer with a
learning rate of 0.001, momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 0.0001.The loss used for
the training was the cross entropy loss. A poly learning rate scheduler was used.
The parameters for the PASCAL VOC dataset training are as follows: The number
of epochs was 100 and it was trained using the PASCAL pre-trained weights. The
batch size was 9, the optimizer used was the SGD optimizer with a learning rate of
0.001, momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 0.0001.The loss used for the training
was the cross entropy loss. A poly learning rate scheduler was used.
4.2.1 Evaluation Metrics
The metrics used to measure the networks performance are Accuracy, Accuracy per
class, mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) and frequency weighted Intersection over
Union (fwIoU). Accuracy or pixel accuracy is the percentage of pixels correctly clas-
sified. The accuracy per class measures the proportion of correctly labelled pixels for
each class and then takes the average over the classes.
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The Intersection over Union is the area of overlap between the predicted segmen-
tation mask and the ground truth mask divided by the area of union between the
predicted segmentation and the ground truth. The mean IoU of the image is cal-
culated by taking the IoU of each class and averaging over the classes. Frequency
weighted IoU is an extension over mean IOU and is used to when there is a large
class imbalance. If one class dominates most part of the images in a dataset like
for example background in remote sensing images, it needs to be assigned a smaller
weight compared to other the classes. Thus, a weighted mean is taken based on the
frequency of the class occurrence in the dataset.
4.3 PyramidWASP Results
The best results of the iSAID dataset experiments are shown in Table 4.1. These
results were achieved using images of resolution 512x512 when passed to the net-
works.The PyWASP and PyWASPv2 networks were trained for 100 epochs using
weights which were pre-trained on the iSAID dataset itself. The batch size was 9,
the learning rate was 0.001 with a poly scheduler and the loss function used was the
cross entropy loss. The table also reports the results for the experiments with WASP
and WASPv2 with the same setup. We can see from the mIoU scores that the Py-
WASP outperforms the WASP and the PyWASPv2 outperforms the WASPv2 thus
proving that the FPN is able to improve the multi-scale detection capability of the
WASP modules. Figure 4.2 shows some examples of the images, ground truth, gen-
erated masks from the PyWASP network and generated masks from the PyWASPv2
network for the iSAID validation set.
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Figure 4.2: Examples from the iSAID validation dataset. The columns from the left
are the original image, the ground truth, generated mask from the PyWASP model and
generated mask from the PyWASPv2 respectively.
Table 4.1: Final Results for the iSAID dataset experiments
FPN WASP WASPv2 Accuracy Accuracy per class mIoU fwIoU
✓ 97.92 67.3 58.65 96.2
✓ ✓ 98.02 68.54 60.68 96.35
✓ 97.95 68.48 59.77 96.29
✓ ✓ 98.11 70.12 62.05 96.51
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The best results of the AICrowd dataset experiments are shown in Table 4.2. The
images were resized to 512x512 when fed to the networks. The PyWASP and Py-
WASPv2 networks were trained for 10 epochs using weights which were pre-trained
on the AICrowd dataset itself. The batch size was 4, the learning rate was 0.001
with a poly scheduler and the loss function used was the cross entropy loss. Both the
results reported for this dataset were achieved using the same experimental setup.
Figure 4.3 shows some examples of the ground truth, generated masks from the Py-
WASP network and generated masks from the PyWASPv2 network for the AICrowd
validation set.
Table 4.2: Final Results for the AICrowd dataset experiments
FPN WASP WASPv2 Accuracy Accuracy per class mIoU fwIoU
✓ ✓ 96.83 95.05 91.43 93.9
✓ ✓ 96.8 95.04 91.37 93.85
The best results of the PASCAL VOC dataset experiments are shown in Table
4.3. The images were resized to 512x512 when fed to the networks.The PyWASP
and PyWASPv2 networks were trained for 100 epochs using weights which were pre-
trained on the PASCAL dataset itself. The batch size was 9, the learning rate was
0.001 with a poly scheduler and the loss function used was the cross entropy loss.
Both the results reported for this dataset were achieved using the same experimental
setup. Figure 4.4 shows some examples of the image, ground truth, generated masks
from the PyWASP network and generated masks from the PyWASPv2 network for
the PASCAL VOC validation set.
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Figure 4.3: Examples from the AICrowd Mapping Challenge validation dataset. The
columns from the left are the original image, the ground truth, generated mask from the
PyWASP model and generated mask from the PyWASPv2 respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Examples from the PASCAL VOC validation dataset. The columns from the
left are the original image, the ground truth, generated mask from the PyWASP model and
generated mask from the PyWASPv2 respectively.
Table 4.3: Final Results for the PASCAL VOC dataset experiments
FPN WASP WASPv2 Accuracy Accuracy per class mIoU fwIoU
✓ ✓ 94.64 87.19 79.27 90.16
✓ ✓ 94.54 86.6 78.53 89.9
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4.3.1 Ablation Studies using iSAID dataset
Table 4.4 reports the experiments from some of the versions of the network that
were used before deciding upon the final version of PyWASP and PyWASPv2. The
experiments are as follows:
• Experiment 1 used the switchable atrous convolutions [18] in the backbone.
All the 3x3 convolutions in layer 2 of the ResNet101 were replaced with SAC
similar to the implementation of [18]. The rest of the network was the FPN
and the WASP module as per our current module. This particular network was
computationally expensive and gave a poor result as seen in Table 4.4.
• Experiment 2 used the current PyWASP network however the learning rate was
set too small. The same network was able to achieve a much higher mIoU with
a larger learning rate as seen in Table 4.1.
• Experiment 3 used the FPN and the WASPv2 module. The inputs to the
WASPv2 were the low level features from the ResNet backbone and the com-
bined pyramid features respectively.
• Experiment 4 used the FPN and the WASPv2 module. The inputs to the
WASPv2 were the combined pyramid features and the low level features from
the ResNet backbone respectively.
• Experiment 5 used the current PyWASPv2 network however the learning rate
was very small. The same network was used to achieve the higher mIoU reported
in Table 4.1 using a larger learning rate. The inputs to the WASPv2 in this
case are the high level features from the ResNet backbone and the combined
pyramid features respectively.
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Table 4.4: Ablation studies using iSAID dataset
FPN WASP WASPv2 mIoU Comments
Exp. 1 ✓ ✓ 46.95 SAC in ResNet backbone
Exp. 2 ✓ ✓ 56.1 Small Learning Rate
Exp. 3 ✓ ✓ 51.24 (Low-level features,Pyramid features)
Exp. 4 ✓ ✓ 47.25 (Pyramid features,Low-level features)
Exp. 5 ✓ ✓ 56.85 (High-level features, Pyramid features)
4.3.2 Comparison with State of the Art
Table 4.5 gives a comparison of our networks, PyWASP and PyWASPv2 with some
of the state-of-the-art methods on iSAID dataset for semantic segmentation. Our
method PyWASPv2 gives an mIoU value very close to that of the state of the art
method FarSeg [2]. A noteworthy point in the comparison is that FarSeg is the
only method which trained the network with a resolution of 896x896. All the other
methods use a resolution of 512x512.
Table 4.5: State of the art methods for iSAID dataset on semantic segmentation
Method Name Resolution mIoU
FarSeg [2] 896x896 63.71
PyWASPv2(Ours) 512x512 62.05
PyWASP(Ours) 512x512 60.68
JMLNet [33] 512x512 56.76
DeepLabV3 + CR + AUP [34] 512x512 45.02
Table 4.6 compares our networks with the state of the art methods on the AICrowd
dataset. Our method outperforms few methods when trained on the same dataset,
however it is unable to beat the state-of-the-art on this dataset. The state-of-the-art
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is achieved by a modified version of DeepLabV3+ which uses F-Beta Measure and
Exponentially Weighted Boundary Loss (EWC loss) on a DeepLabv3+ architecture
with a Dilated ResNet [35] backbone. This method also adopts a cross-dataset train-
ing strategy where the model is trained on multiple datasets for the initial training
and then for each dataset individually.
Table 4.6: State of the art methods for AICrowd dataset on semantic segmentation
Method Name mIoU





Table 4.7 compares our methods with the state of the art methods on the PASCAL
VOC dataset. The state of the art on the PASCAL VOC dataset is achieved by [38]
which uses a combination of data augmentation, pre-training and self-training to
achieve their results. Our methods are unable to perform as well as these methods.
This could be because the additional multi-scale capabilities have no effect on a
dataset like PASCAL which has similar scales for all its objects.








Siamese Vision Transformer for Change Detection
5.1 SiamViT-CD Network Overview
The network overview of Siamese Vision Transformer for Change Detection (SiamViT-
CD) is shown in Figure 5.1. The network is called Siamese Vision Transformer because
it uses two vision transformers [9] as feature extractors in parallel. The vision trans-
formers (ViTs) have shared weights and parameters. When the image is passed to the
transformer it is split into fixed-size patches, in our case, they are patches of 16x16.
The patches are linearly embedded and a positional embedding is added to main-
tain the spatial information. These embedding vectors are fed into the transformer
encoder where the multi-headed self attention module learns the representations of
the patches. The ViT used in our network is pre-trained on ImageNet-21k [39] and
is the base network which has a hidden dimension size of 768. This means that the
transformer features generated have a size of 768.
For change detection tasks we usually have pairs of images, between which the
changes need to be found. In our case, these are pre-disaster and post-disaster images
from the xBD [8] dataset. As seen in Figure 5.1 the pre-disaster and post-disaster
images are fed into identical SiamViT encoders. The generated transformer features
have a dimensional feature size of 768. These pre-disaster and post-disaster features
are fed into the change detection classifier. The classifier generates a change map
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where each patch is assigned a disaster level. The final masks with the disaster levels
for all the buildings in an image are produced by performing pixel wise multiplication
between the change map and the building segmentation mask of the post-disaster
image.
Figure 5.1: Siamese Vision Transformer for Change Detection (SiamViT-CD)
The SiamViT-CD is also tested for robustness by performing change detection on
images with added weather augmentation. The post-disaster images are augmented
by adding one weather augmentation at a time. The pair of images passed to the
Siamese ViTs are the original pre-disaster image and the augmented post-disaster
image. The remaining training process remains the same, where the generated trans-
former features are passed to the change detection classifier to learn and predict the
damage levels. The final masks are then generated using the change maps and the
building segmentation mask of the post-disaster images. This process is tested on
post-disaster images which have been augmented with clouds, snow and snowflakes.
5.2 Change Detection Classifier
The change detection classifier is implemented as shown in Figure 5.2. The pre-
disaster and post-disaster transformer features are stacked on each other and fed to a
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1x1 convolution layer. The outputs of this is passed to a series of fully connected layers
which will learn the difference between the features. There is a batch normalization
layer before the last linear layer to stabilize the learning process. The activation
function used for all the layers is the rectified linear unit (ReLU). The output of the
classifier is the prediction for the damage level for each patch. The change map for
the image is generated using the patch-wise prediction. This change map is then used
to create the final mask.





The xBD dataset from the xView2 challenge [8] is a large-scale dataset for the ad-
vancement of change detection and building damage assessment. It provides pre- and
post-disaster satellite imagery across a variety of disaster events with building poly-
gons and labels of damage level. xBD contains 850,736 building annotations across
45,362 km2 of imagery. All the images are of size 1024x1024 and the images are tiff
files with geojson metadata. The data was collected in collaboration with multiple
disaster response agencies. The dataset is divided into tier1/train images consisting
of 11 disaster types, tier3 images consisting of 8 disaster types and test images. The
disaster levels are labelled as 0 - No damage, 1 - Minor damage, 2 - Major damage,
3 - Destroyed.
Data augmentation was performed by adding weather augmentation to the post-
disaster images. The augmentations added were clouds, snow cover and snowflakes
using ‘imgaug’ [40] which is an image augmentation python library. Samples from
the xBD/xView2 dataset are shown in Figure 6.1 and samples with added weather
augmentation are shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: Samples from the xBD/xView2 dataset
Figure 6.2: Sample from the xBD/xView2 dataset with added weather augmentations
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6.2 Label Encoding
The ground truth masks of the post-disaster images need to be encoded into labels
for each corresponding patch-wise transformer feature. These labels are used to train
the change detection classifier. The ground truth masks were resized from 1024x1024
to 256x256 and then converted to 256 patches of size 16x16. These patches are not
overlapping. The number of colors in each patch were counted and the color which
had the maximum occurrence was selected and its corresponding label was saved.
This process was done for all the patches and in the same manner for all the images.
A threshold level of 70% was set for the background value, that is if more than
70% of the pixels in a patch were black then the label was set as -1 for background.
The other values for the encoding are 0 - green, 1 - yellow, 2 - orange, 3 - red. The
background values were removed from the final encoding along with the corresponding
pre-disaster and post-disaster features. This process was done for the train/tier1 set.
The number of patches in the train set with this encoding process is shown in Table
6.1. The dataset is highly imbalanced towards the ‘No damage’ label which is also
mentioned in the xBD paper [8].
Table 6.1: Number of patches in the train set after label encoding
Damage level Color Label Number of patches
No damage Green 0 44961
Minor damage Yellow 1 5120
Major damage Orange 2 6984
Destroyed Red 3 2941
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6.3 Experimental Setup
The experimental process for SiamViT-CD is as follows. The pre-disaster and post-
disaster images are fed into the transformer encoder to produce the transformer fea-
tures. The images are resized to 256x256 before they are passed to the encoder. The
patch size is 16x16. This creates 256 patches per image. So with the base ViT having
a hidden dimension of 768, the output of the transformer is of shape (256,768) for each
image. This process is done for the train/tier1 set and for the tier3 set. The tier3 set
is used as the test set for these experiments. The label encoding is performed for the
train set as described in the previous section. The features and labels corresponding
to the background are removed. The distribution of the labels is as shown in Table
6.1.
The pre-disaster and post-disaster train features are stacked and fed into the
change detection classifier using a weighted random sampler. This sampler is used for
imbalanced datasets to create a balanced dataloader. The samples are given weights
according to their frequency within the whole dataset. The classifier is trained for
100 epochs. The batch size is 16. The optimizer used is the SGD optimizer with a
learning rate of 0.0001 and momentum of 0.99. The loss function used is the cross
entropy loss. The SiamViT-CD is tested by passing the pre-disaster and post-disaster
features of the test set through the network to generate the change maps. The change
maps are multiplied with their corresponding ground truth mask to generate the final
mask. The F1 score for each disaster level is calculated along with the weighted
F1-score and is reported.
The same training and testing process is repeated for post-disaster images which
have been augmented with weather conditions. The pair of images passed to the
SiamViT-CD during the training process are the original pre-disaster image and the
augmented post-disaster image from the train set. To test the SiamViT network,
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the pre-disaster and post-disaster features of the test set are used. After the change
map is generated, the final mask is generated using the corresponding post-disaster
building segmentation mask. The SiamViT network is trained separately on images
with clouds, snow and snowflakes.
6.3.1 Evaluation Metrics
The F1-score is used as the evaluation metric for this method and is reported along
with the weighted F1-score. The weighted F1-score for the whole dataset is calculated
by taking a weighted average of the per class F1-score. This is a popular metric for
imbalanced datasets. The F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. The













The F1-scores from the SiamViT change detection experiments are shown in Table
6.2. The per class F1-scores and the weighted F1-scores are reported for the method
which was trained on the original post-disaster features and for the method trained
on post-disaster features with added augmentation. The augmentations added were
snow cover, snowflakes and cloud cover. The pre-disaster features and label encoding
remained the same in each case. The test set for the networks were the tier3/test
set and these did not have any augmentations. The classifier seems to predict ‘No
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damage’ and ‘Destroyed’ buildings well but is not able to predict the ‘Minor damage’
or ‘Major damage’ buildings well. This could be due to the class imbalance in the
training and testing sets which we were unable to overcome even with the weighted
random sampler.
The confusion matrices for the classifiers tested on the tier3 images are shown
below. In Figure 6.3 the confusion matrices are of the classifiers trained on the
original post disaster images (left) and on the post disaster images with added cloud
cover. In Figure 6.4 the confusion matrices are of the classifiers trained on the post
disaster images with snow cover (left) and on the post disaster images with added
snowflakes. Figure 6.5 shows some examples of the generated masks. The figure shows
the post-disaster image from the tier3 set, its ground truth mask and the generated
mask. There is one example each from the network trained on clear data and data
augmented with clouds, snow and snowflakes respectively.
Table 6.2: Final Results for the Change Detection experiments
F1 Score per Class
Augmentation No damage Minor damage Major damage Destroyed Weighted F1 Score
None 0.576 0.096 0.049 0.128 0.482
Snow 0.595 0.103 0.040 0.128 0.497
Snowflakes 0.547 0.099 0.601 0.128 0.460
Cloud 0.589 0.065 0.039 0.128 0.489
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Figure 6.3: Confusion matrix for testing the change detection classifier trained on features
from original post-disaster images (left) and on features from post-disaster images with cloud
augmentations(right).
Figure 6.4: Confusion matrix for testing the change detection classifier trained on features
from post-disaster images with snow augmentation (left) and on features from post-disaster
images with snowflake augmentations(right).
6.4.1 Ablation studies
The experiments run while choosing the training process for SiamViT-CD are sum-
marised in Table 6.3. To account for the class imbalance a subset of the dataset was
taken where the number of samples of the ‘No damage’ label were reduced to 7000
so that they were comparable to the number of other classes. These experiments are
denoted by the term ‘Balanced Samples’. The best results were obtained by retaining
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Figure 6.5: Generated masks for the tier3/test set. The first column is the post disaster
image, the second column is the ground truth of the post disaster image and the third column
is the generated mask. The four rows are results from classifiers trained on clear conditions,
cloud augmented, snow augmented and snowflake augmented images respectively.
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all the samples and using a weighted random sampler. The weighted random sampler
behaves like a class balanced loader and feeds the samples to the network with a
weight which depends on the frequency of the samples per class. This class balanced
loader helped to improve the performance for the ‘Destroyed’ class. The optimiser
which gave the best result was the SGD optimiser.
Table 6.3: Ablation studies for SiamViT-CD
Samples Optimizer Learning Rate Sampler Weighted F1-Score
Balanced Samples Adam 0.0001 None 0.180
Balanced Samples Adam 0.0001 Weighted Random 0.243
All Samples Adam 0.0001 Weighted Random 0.453




In this thesis we explored two deep learning approaches for satellite imagery. For
semantic segmentation we proposed a framework, called PyramidWASP, which was
an improvement for the WASP modules with the addition of feature pyramids. The
PyWASPv2 network gave a better performance on the iSAID dataset, while the Py-
WASP network gave a better performance on the AICrowd and PASCAL datasets.
This could be because the additional multi-scale detection features of PyWASPv2 are
not required for a dataset like AICrowd which has only one class to predict which is
buildings. The PASCAL VOC dataset which has ground based imagery and similar
object scales throughout the dataset, also does not benefit from the multi-scale detec-
tion capabilities of PyWASPv2. The PyWASP and PyWASPv2 also outperformed
the WASP and WASPv2 modules for the iSAID dataset. So, the PyramidWASP
framework is a definite improvement over the WASP modules for semantic segmen-
tation.
The Siamese Vision Transformer for Change Detection network was used to create
masks to assess the damage levels in the xBD dataset using vision transformers as
the feature extractor. The network used vision transformers to perform feature ex-
traction at an efficient speed and there was no need for training the feature extractor
as with convolutional methods. The ImageNet pre-trained vision transformer also
transferred well to satellite imagery. The SiamViT-CD method was able to predict
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the ‘No damage’ level and ‘Destroyed’ level but was not able to classify the ‘Minor
damage’ and ‘Major damage’ levels as well as the other classes. This is probably due
to the heavy imbalance in both the tier1 and tier3 images. The vision transformers
also performed well in the conditions of added weather augmentations. The change
detection method was tested on post-disaster images with added weather augmenta-
tions and the method performed comparably well and in some cases better than the
clear weather condition case. This could be due to the weather occlusions not having
a direct effect on the building conditions so the vision transformers are able to focus
on the buildings itself.
7.1 Future Work
As the future work for this thesis the PyramidWASP networks could be trained on
the xBD dataset to generate masks for the test images where the ground truth is not
available. If the generated masks from the PyWASP networks for the xBD test set
are visually good enough to be used as the mask for calculating the change detection
final mask, the transformer features for the tier1 and tier3 sets can be combined
and used to train the SiamViT-CD classifier. This could improve the results as the
classifier will have more data to learn from. This would also be a good way to merge
the semantic segmentation and change detection methods. The vision transformer
can be trained on satellite imagery, instead of using a pre-trained one. This will help
to improve the vision transformer features that are generated from the SiamViT-CD.
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